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Abstract. The Town Energy Balance (TEB) urban climate
model has recently been improved to more realistically address the radiative effects of trees within the urban canopy.
These processes necessarily have an impact on the energy
balance that needs to be taken into account. This is why a new
method for calculating the turbulent fluxes for sensible and
latent heat has been implemented. This method remains consistent with the “bigleaf” approach of the Interaction Soil–
Biosphere–Atmosphere (ISBA) model, which deals with energy exchanges between vegetation and atmosphere within
TEB. Nonetheless, the turbulent fluxes can now be dissociated between ground-based natural covers and the tree stratum above (knowing the vertical leaf density profile), which
can modify the vertical profile in air temperature and humidity in the urban canopy. In addition, the aeraulic effect of
trees is added, parameterized as a drag term and an energy
dissipation term in the evolution equations of momentum
and turbulent kinetic energy, respectively. This set of modifications relating to the explicit representation of the tree
stratum in TEB is evaluated on an experimental case study.
The model results are compared to micrometeorological and
surface temperature measurements collected in a semi-open
courtyard with trees and bordered by buildings. The new parameterizations improve the modeling of surface temperatures of walls and pavements, thanks to taking into account
radiation absorption by trees, and of air temperature. The
effect of wind speed being strongly slowed down by trees
is also much more realistic. The universal thermal climate
index diagnosed in TEB from inside-canyon environmental
variables is highly dependent and sensitive to these variations in wind speed and radiation. This demonstrates the importance of properly modeling interactions between build-

ings and trees in urban environments, especially for climatesensitive design issues.

1

Introduction

The urban climate commonly refers to the modification of
local climate by the urban environment. It results from the
establishment of radiative, energetic, dynamic, and hydrological surface processes that are peculiar to urban cover
properties (Oke et al., 2017). This urban climate may, however, present important spatial variabilities within the city.
The street-level meteorological variables, i.e., air temperature, humidity, and wind, are modified by the local environment depending on the morphology and arrangement of
buildings, the surface properties, and more generally the land
cover composition (Houet and Pigeon, 2011; Fenner et al.,
2014; Ndetto and Matzarakis, 2014; Alexander and Mills,
2014).
The presence of vegetation, and especially urban trees, is
one element of local microclimate change (Bernatzky, 1982;
Oke, 1989; Shashua-Bar and Hoffman, 2000; Potchter et al.,
2006; Shashua-Bar et al., 2011). The trees functioning is governed by specific physiological processes together with local
environmental conditions. When located in a street canyon,
the trees interact with the surrounding urban elements. The
radiative exchanges are modified, as well as the energy fluxes
and local airflows. The incoming radiation is intercepted by
the tree foliage depending on its localization and coverage
in the street (Souch, 1993; Armson et al., 2012; Berry et al.,
2013). It is partly reflected upward according to the reflec-
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tive properties of leaves, whereas the other part is partially
transmitted through the foliage or absorbed by it. Scattering
modulates the properties of reflected and transmitted radiation. Multiple reflections of short- and long-wave radiation
between all components of the canyon are also disrupted
by the presence of trees that are furthermore an additional
source of infrared emissions. A part of the energy absorbed
by trees is used in the transpiration process associated with
photosynthesis (Peters et al., 2011; Qiu et al., 2013). This
is a water exchange from aerial parts of plants to the atmosphere through stomata. The transpiration rate is related to
the stomata opening level, which is regulated according to
the environmental conditions of sunlight, temperature, humidity, and wind, but also to soil water availability (Konarska
et al., 2016; Litvak and Pataki, 2016). As a consequence, the
energy exchanges that are mostly dominated by heat transfers through conduction and convection in built-up environments can be significantly modified with the vegetation effects (Grimmond et al., 1996; Offerle et al., 2006; Best and
Grimmond, 2016). Finally, the trees are physical obstacles to
the airflow within the street (Heisler, 1990; Giometto et al.,
2017; Martini et al., 2017). They produce a drag effect on the
mean flow and modify local turbulent exchanges, which can
have an impact on ventilation as well as on particle dispersion (Buccolieri et al., 2011; Abhijith et al., 2017).
Some urban climate models are capable of simulating the
presence of certain vegetated elements in the urban environment. However, they are not represented with the same level
of accuracy, nor the same physical processes. The high spatial resolution software or numerical models that are based
on near-reality numerical mock-ups of the environment integrate natural soils and trees as full elements composing the
scene. Trees can be spatially arranged and are described by
a set of voxels to represent the shape of the crowns, while
the trunks are mostly neglected. These fine scales are suitable for studying the airflow and dispersion processes in the
street using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models.
In this configuration, trees are positioned as porous obstacles (Bruse and Fleer, 1998; Salim et al., 2015) that slow
down and modify the flow. For models such as SOLENE
(Miguet and Groleau, 2007), DART (Gastellu-Etchegorry
et al., 1996), or SOLWEIG (Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011),
mainly dedicated to radiative transfer, trees are resolved explicitly and described as turbid objects that intercept, transmit, absorb, and emit radiation in complex interactions between all surrounding objects of the scene. The dynamic effects and energy exchanges associated with vegetation are
not addressed, in particular soil evaporation and plant transpiration. This is the case with the models LASER/F (Kastendeuch et al., 2017; Bournez, 2018), SOLENE-microclimate
(Bouyer et al., 2011; Malys et al., 2014, extension of the
SOLENE radiative model), or ENVI-met (Bruse and Fleer,
1998; Bruse, 2004) that take into account a set of radiative, energetic, hydrological, and dynamic processes, allowing a better description of the complex interactions within
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the urban canopy layer. ENVI-met probably represents the
most advanced and complete model. It distinguishes between
buildings, artificial and natural ground surfaces, tree vegetation, and air. For natural elements, it computes radiative exchanges by considering radiation absorption coefficients by
vegetation according to the leaf area density profile. It also
integrates a vegetation model for the calculation of water and
energy exchanges including the sensible heat flux between
foliage and air, the evaporation of water intercepted by foliage, and the transpiration of plants controlled by a stomatal
resistance. This vegetation scheme is associated with a soil
model to calculate the evolution of water content and thus
to modulate the evaporation capacity of plants depending on
water availability.
These models are dedicated to urban microclimate modeling from street to neighborhood scales. They address needs
for climate-sensitive design issues and assessment of environmental conditions within the urban canopy layer, but they
are not suitable for studying interactions with local meteorology and mesoscale processes. Coupling to mesoscale models (or even climate models) requires the use of less timeconsuming urban canopy models based on a simplified and
parameterized description of the urban environment and processes involved. Some of them now include a representation
of urban vegetation (Lemonsu et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013)
and even of trees (Lee and Park, 2008; Krayenhoff et al.,
2014; Ryu et al., 2016; Redon et al., 2017). Lee and Park
(2008) and Lee (2011) were the first to address tree effects
in urban canyons in their Vegetated Urban Canopy Model
(VUCM). Although it is a single-layer model with a somewhat simplistic description of trees and parameterization of
associated radiative effects, this model has the advantage
of also considering the energetic, hydrological, and aeraulic
processes. At the foliage level, it calculates temperature evolution, heat turbulent exchanges, surface water evaporation,
and transpiration. It also calculates for the natural soil compartment the water fluxes and the root water uptake related to
transpiration. Finally, the formulation of the mean horizontal
wind speed at street level includes the drag effect of trees.
Ryu et al. (2016) also offer a very complete modeling of the
physical processes. The description of trees is more refined
(two rows of symmetrical trees with circular crowns), particularly for the radiative exchanges and calculation of the form
factors with Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, BEP-Tree is
the first multilayer urban canopy model which includes both
radiative properties (Krayenhoff et al., 2014) and aeraulic effects (Krayenhoff et al., 2015) of trees. The foliage layer can
occupy part of the canyon and extends above rooftops. It interacts directly with the first levels of the atmospheric model
from a dynamic point of view. However, the model does not
address the heat and water fluxes of vegetation and their potential impact on microclimatic variables.
The TEB model, which is part of the urban canopy models for mesoscale applications, is presented in the next section. It offers the interesting ability of being able to be apwww.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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plied over the whole city and to operate in complete threedimensional atmospheric simulations where two-way interactions between complex surfaces and atmosphere are resolved. It has then the capability to simulate a certain level of
microclimate variability between neighborhoods (de Munck
et al., 2018), especially according to the presence of vegetation and trees and the potential influences or interferences between local microclimates by horizontal advection. The objective here is to propose a refinement of the already existing
parameterization of urban vegetation and more specifically
of energetic and aeraulic effects of trees.
2
2.1

Representation of natural covers in TEB
Previous developments and general approach

The Town Energy Balance (TEB) urban canopy model is one
of the first models from this generation to have included urban vegetation in local-scale interactions with the built-up
elements. It has been progressively made more complex by
integrating new types of natural elements and new associated
processes. The first step was the inclusion of ground-based
vegetation within the canyon by implementing the Interaction Soil–Biosphere–Atmosphere (ISBA, Noilhan and Planton, 1989) model within TEB (Lemonsu et al., 2012). ISBA
is a surface–vegetation–atmosphere transfer (SVAT) model.
This coupling makes it possible to simulate the physiological behavior of plants subject to radiative effects of urban
geometry and to microclimate conditions of the urban environment. Reversely, the microclimate within the canyon can
be impacted by the modification of surface energy exchanges
due to the presence of vegetation at the ground, especially
by its evapotranspiration. A module of extensive green roofs
was also developed (de Munck et al., 2013) still using the
ISBA model to simulate the hydrological and energetic functioning of the green roofs, as well as the energy exchanges
with atmosphere and the thermal coupling with the buildings
on which they are installed.
2.2

Radiative effects of urban trees

Finally, the most recent developments are related to trees.
Redon et al. (2017) proposed a new parameterization for
modeling the radiative effects of trees by including a treefoliage stratum within the urban canyon which can partially
cover ground-based surfaces. The positioning and geometry of individual trees are not described explicitly but rather
approached as (1) a horizontal coverage fraction within the
canyon, (2) a vertical thickness by defining a mean height of
trees and a mean height of trunks, and (3) a mean leaf density profile (see description in Fig. 1). The tree foliage can
intercept a part of incoming radiation depending on canyon
geometry, which is either reflected upward or transmitted
through the foliage, or absorbed by the foliage. In addition, the foliage layer takes part in radiation inter-reflections
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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within the canyon between the different components (trees,
walls, road, ground-based natural covers) and contributes to
infrared emissions. Separated calculations are done for direct and diffuse components of short-wave radiation and for
long-wave radiation. The direct short-wave radiation is assumed directional, whereas the diffuse short-wave radiation,
the long-wave radiation, and any radiation after reflection are
assumed to be isotropic. The radiation interactions between
all components of the canyon are consequently managed using form factors calculated between all of them.
These developments were evaluated by comparison
with solar enlightenment modeling performed by a highresolution architectural software for a large set of simplegeometry urban canyons, with various aspect ratios and various tree arrangements within (Redon et al., 2017). Due to
the simplified representation of tree geometry, a general defect is the underestimation of the incoming solar radiation
interception by the tree-foliage stratum. That is explained by
the fact that TEB does not represent the sides of tree crowns,
which can receive in reality a part of incoming radiation according to their position and the inclination of the sun’s rays.
The simplified approach is also a limitation for describing
some vegetation arrangements such as multiple lanes of trees.
Nonetheless, the results are quite acceptable and confirm that
this new version makes it possible to better simulate the radiative interactions in canyons with trees.
In coherence with this explicit separation of vegetation
strata, there was then a need to adapt the calculation of
the turbulent fluxes related to low and high vegetation, as
well as to include the drag effect of trees on wind profile
in the canyon. These new developments and their evaluation
by comparison to microclimatic measurements are presented
and discussed here. They are complemented by an updated
calculation of the universal thermal comfort index (UTCI)
by including the effect of trees.
3

3.1

Surface energy balance of the canyon components in
TEB
Description of natural covers with the “bigleaf”
approach

The TEB model resolves the radiative budget for each component of the urban canyon. In the case of a treeless canyon,
it accounts for obstruction effects due to buildings in the calculation of incoming short- and long-wave radiation interception by roads, walls, and natural ground-based surfaces,
as described in detail in Masson (2000) and Lemonsu et al.
(2012). The new version by Redon et al. (2017) now includes the additional interactions with the tree-foliage stratum. From the resolution of the radiation budget, the energy
quantity absorbed in short- (S ∗ ) and long-wave (L∗ ) radiation by each component or net radiation (Q∗ ) is determined:
Q∗ = S ∗ + L∗ .

(1)
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the TEB urban canyon, integrating a part of ground-based natural covers and an explicit tree-foliage
layer, and of the atmospheric vertical levels of the surface boundary layer (SBL) scheme coupled to TEB to compute vertical profiles of
micrometeorological variables inside and above the canyon.

This net energy source is redistributed as turbulent sensible (QH ) and latent (QE ) heat fluxes, between each considered component and local atmosphere, and as a storage heat
flux by conduction (QG ) through the component itself (i.e.,
through the artificial-material layers that compose the roof,
the road, the walls, or the ground for natural covers).
For the built-up facets of the urban canyon (road, wall,
roof), the surface energy balance (SEB) calculations remain
unchanged in the TEB model but with Q∗ potentially modified in the case of canyons with trees. Since the works of
Lemonsu et al. (2012), the turbulent processes for natural
parts of the urban canyon (natural soils and ground-based
vegetation) are resolved in TEB through the integration of
the ISBA model that is here constrained by radiative and microclimatic conditions related to the urban environment. The
ISBA model is based on what is called the bigleaf approach
in which the natural covers are managed as a unique composite compartment. This compartment consists of fractions of
bare soil, low vegetation, and high vegetation (and possibly
snow). It is characterized by mean properties calculated from
thermoradiative (albedo, emissivity, heat capacity), aerodynamic (roughness length), and physiological (stomatal resistance for plants) parameters that are prescribed independently for the different types that compose it. A single temperature (Tnat ) is associated with the compartment, and a single SEB is resolved:
Q∗nat = QHnat + QEnat + QGnat .

(2)

This net radiation depends on the radiation budget, which is
expressed as the following:


↓
↓
4
∗
. (3)
Q∗nat = Snat
+ L∗nat = (1 − αnat ) Snat + nat Lnat − σ Tnat
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020

The incoming short- and long-wave radiation intercepted
↓
↓
by the natural cover compartment (Snat and Lnat ) is calculated for a reference level at the ground within the urban
canyon. The composite albedo (αnat ) is calculated as an average of bare soil and vegetation albedos (which are themselves average albedos of snow-covered and snow-free surfaces). The same is done for the emissivity (nat ).

3.2

Modification of surface energy balance due to
implementation of trees

The implementation of a tree canopy in TEB, like a supplementary foliage stratum, makes it possible to separate the incoming radiation received by natural covers as a part received
↓
↓
by ground-based natural surfaces (Sg and Lg ) and a part re↓
↓
ceived by trees (St and Lt ) and also to compute the net radi∗
ation for both of them (St and L∗t ). For simplicity, the bigleaf
concept used in ISBA for the SEB calculation and the resolution of the surface-layer temperature evolution equation is
here retained. This requires us to calculate aggregated radiation fluxes intercepted by the compartment of natural covers, which must be provided to ISBA. Considering that the
foliage stratum partially overlaps the ground-based surfaces,
these fluxes are aggregated according to the cumulative fraction of natural covers and by accounting for the distribution
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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between covers at the ground and trees:
↓

↓

Snat =

↓

δg Sg + δt St
,
δg + δt
↓

↓
Lnat

canyon:
(4)
(5)

QHg = QHt = QHnat ,

(6)

QEg = QEt = QEnat .

(7)

4.1

Inclusion of trees in the surface boundary layer
parameterization of TEB
Principle of the surface boundary layer
parameterization

The TEB-SBL (SBL refers to the surface boundary layer) parameterization has been implemented in TEB in order to improve the meteorological variable prediction within the urban
canyon (Hamdi and Masson, 2008; Masson and Seity, 2009;
Lemonsu et al., 2012). TEB-SBL resolves the surface boundary layer for an air volume in the canyon from a system of
evolution equations for air temperature (T ), specific humidity (q), wind speed (U ), and turbulent kinetic energy (E). For
taking into account the effects of canyon on the evolution of
local atmospheric characteristics, an additional forcing term
is included in each of these equations, according to the approach proposed by Yamada (1982) for the drag forces related to the vegetation canopies. The equations have the same
general expression, with V the considered variable and FV
the general forcing term including advection, Coriolis force,
and pressure gradient:
∂V
∂V
= FV +
∂t
∂t

=
can

∂V
∂t

H

+
can

∂V
∂t

V

(9)
can

↓

δg Lg + δt Lt
=
.
δg + δt

Here, δg is the ground-based surface fraction of the canyon
covered by gardens (i.e., bare soil and low vegetation) and δt
is the overlapping fraction of tree stratum. Note that these
fractions are not dependant on one another so that their
sum can be greater than 1 (Fig. 1). Both QHnat and QEnat
fluxes calculated by ISBA for the composite compartment
(Lemonsu et al., 2012) are then simply redistributed in two
contributions from ground-based natural covers (QHg and
QEg ) and from trees (QHt and QEt ) to ensure the energy
conservation:

4

∂V
∂t

.

(8)

can

The last term to the right is the forcing term due to
the canyon. It translates a drag force for the wind,
a heating/cooling effect for air temperature, a humidification/dryness effect for air humidity, and a dissipation/production effect for turbulent kinetic energy. According
to Martilli et al. (2002), these additional contributions are associated with horizontal (H ) and vertical (V ) surfaces of the
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/

For these terms, the equations are resolved according to a
vertical discretization of the air volume from the ground to a
reference atmospheric level located above the top of buildings (Fig. 1). As described by Lemonsu et al. (2012), the
equation system of the TEB-SBL parameterization is expressed as the following for each k vertical layer:
∂U (k)
∂t

= − Cdbld U (k)2
can

SVw (k)
Vair




SHR (k) SHr (k)
+
,
Vair
Vair
SV (k)
∂E(k)
= Cdbld U (k)3 w ,
∂t can
Vair
∂T (k)
QHR SHR (k) QHr SHr (k) QHnat
=
·
+
·
+
∂t can ρCp
Vair
ρCp
Vair
ρCp
SH (k) QHw SVw (k)
· nat
+
·
,
Vair
ρCp
Vair
QER SHR (k) QEr
∂q(k)
=
·
+
∂t can ρLv
Vair
ρLv
SH (k) QEnat SHnat (k)
· r
+
·
,
Vair
ρLv
Vair
− u2∗ (k)

(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)

where Cdbld is the drag coefficient for buildings, u∗ the friction velocity at level k, Vair the air volume of the SBL-scheme
layer where exchanges take place, ρ is the air density, and Lv
is the latent heat for vaporization. The sensible heat fluxes of
vertical surfaces (QHw for walls) contribute to air temperature evolution at layer k relative to the fraction of the total
wall surface in contact with the considered air layer (SVw (k)).
The sensible heat fluxes of horizontal surfaces combine QHR ,
QHr , and QHnat for roofs, road, and natural covers, respectively. The roofs only contribute to air temperature for vertical levels above building tops (with surface SHR ). The contributions of road and of natural covers are here included
at the ground level so that they affect only the first layer
of TEB-SBL (with respective surfaces SHr (k) and SHnat (k)).
The same types of contributions are parameterized for humidity but in the form of latent heat fluxes.
The vertical transport of heat, humidity, and momentum
within and above the canyon is calculated by applying the
turbulence scheme by Cuxart et al. (2000). This scheme is
based on an equation for the turbulent kinetic energy, and it
is closed with a mixing length. This is parameterized in TEB
on the basis of the work by Santiago and Martilli (2010) according to the height of buildings, the mean frontal area density, and the displacement height, i.e., parameters depending
on the geometry of the canyon (see Eqs. 10–12 in Lemonsu
et al., 2012).
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020
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Distribution of heat and humidity fluxes from
natural covers

(Eq. 10) and turbulent kinetic energy (Eq. 11):

The implementation of trees in TEB requires us to modify
the ensemble of equations in order to take into account the
vertical redistribution of turbulent fluxes and the drag effect
of the foliage layer. The turbulent fluxes of trees (QHt and
QEt ) coming from the disaggregation of ISBA fluxes calculated with the bigleaf concept (see Eqs. 6 and 7) are assumed
to be produced not at ground level but at the height of the
foliage layer within the canyon. These fluxes have, therefore,
to be vertically distributed in the TEB-SBL equations that
is here parameterized according to a function of the foliage
density contained in each k layer:



SHR (k) SHr (k)
+
Vair
Vair



− Cdt U (k)2 LAD(k)δt ,
∂E
∂t

= Cdbld U (k)3
can

SVw (k)
+ Cdt U (k)3 LAD(k)δt .
Vair

(18)
(19)

LAD(z)dzQEt

(15)

5

k

with dt (k) the foliage-layer thickness in the k layer. The leaf
area index (LAI in m2 m−2 ) is prescribed as input data. The
leaf area density (LAD in m2 m−3 ) is the vertical profile of
LAI, which depends on the total thickness of the foliage layer
and the form of tree crowns. For now, tree crowns are described as rectangular in shape so that LAD is constant over
the thickness of the tree-foliage layer, i.e., between htk and ht
that are the height of trunks and height of trees, respectively.
These turbulent fluxes are now included in the evolution
equations of temperature (Eq. 12) and humidity (Eq. 13) profiles of TEB-SBL, in addition to ground-based contributions
coming from natural soils and low-level vegetation:
QHR SHR (k) QHr SHr (k) QHg SHg (k)
+
+
ρCp Vair
ρCp Vair
ρCp Vair
can
QHw SVw (k) QHt (k) Vgrid
+
+
δt ,
ρCp Vair
ρCp Vair
(16)
∂q(k)
QER SHR (k) QEr SHr (k) QEg SHg (k)
=
+
+
∂t can ρLv Vair
ρLv Vair
ρLv Vair
QEt (k) Vgrid
+
δt ,
ρLv Vair
(17)
=

with δt being the overlapping fraction of trees in the canyon
and Vgrid the total air volume.
4.3

− u2∗ (k)

(14)


dt (k)
LAIQHt ,
ht − htk


dt (k)
LAIQEt ,
=
ht − htk


k

∂T (k)
∂t

can

SVw (k)
Vair

LAD(z)dzQHt =
Z

QEt (k) =

= − Cdbld U (k)2

Numerous studies found in the literature (Cassiani et al.,
2008; Dupont and Brunet, 2008; Aumond et al., 2013;
Krayenhoff et al., 2015) propose an optimized value of the
drag coefficient of trees (Cdt ). Until the work of Katul et al.
(1998), this coefficient is usually defined as a constant Cdt =
0.20.

Z
QHt (k) =

∂U (k)
∂t

Aerodynamic effect of trees

The presence of trees also modifies the airflow within the
canyon. To account for this, a supplementary drag term
is now included in the evolution equations of momentum
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020

5.1

Parameterization of universal thermal climate index
General principle

The UTCI calculation according to the polynomial regression equation proposed by Bröde et al. (2012) (not detailed
here) requires four meteorological parameters: air temperature at 2 m above the ground, the water vapor pressure at the
same level, the wind speed at 10 m above the ground, and the
mean radiant temperature (Tmrt ). This equation has been implemented in TEB (Kwok et al., 2019, Supplement) for calculating three UTCIs that are associated with a person (1) in
the street exposed to the sun, (2) in the street in the shadow,
and (3) in the building.
For outdoor conditions, in the case of a person in the sun,
Tmrt is calculated by accounting for the ensemble of radiation sources received by the person, i.e., the direct and diffuse incoming short-wave radiation (S ↓ and S ⇓ ), the shortwave radiation after reflection on the walls, the road, and the
ground-based natural covers in the canyon (Swr , Srr , Sgr ), the
incoming atmospheric long-wave radiation (L↓ ), and the in↑
frared emissions from the surrounding canyon surfaces (Lw ,
↑
↑
Lr , Lg for walls, roads, and ground-based natural covers).
The direct short-wave radiation is assumed to be unidirectional and is weighted by a factor of projected area relative
to the person (fp ), which depends on sun elevation (γ in ◦ )
according to the formulation of Fanger (1970):

 
γ2
fp = 0.308 cos γ 1 −
.
(20)
48 402
The other fluxes that are considered to be isotropic in TEB
radiative calculations are weighted by the form factors calculated for the person (“b” index is used for “body”) in relation
to the surrounding elements that contribute to radiation, i.e.,
9bs , 9br , and 9bw for the sky, the road, and the walls, respectively (ground-based natural covers have the same form
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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factor than road). Finally, the mean radiant temperature for
the person in the sun is expressed according to the expression:
s

ab
Tmrt =
σ b
4



n
↑
Lt =(1 − τsr ) σ t Tt4 + (1 − t )9tr (δr L↑r + δg L↑g )
o
+(1 − t )(1 − 9tr )L↑w ,

fp
S ↓ + 9bs S ⇓ + 9bw Swr + δr ψbr Srr
sin(γ )


↑
↑
↑
+δg ψbr Sgr + 9bs L↓ + ψbw Lw + δr ψbr Lr + δg ψbr Lg .
(21)
In this expression, the human body is characterized by a prescribed solar absorption coefficient (ab = 0.70) and a prescribed emissivity (b = 0.97). In the case when the person is
in the shadow, the term relative to direct short-wave radiation
contribution is not taken into account so that the expression
becomes:
r
ab 
9bs S ⇓ + 9bw Swr + δr ψbr Srr + δg ψbr Sgr
Tmrt = 4
σ b

↑
↑
↑
+9bs L↓ + ψbw Lw + δr ψbr Lr + δg ψbr Lg
. (22)
5.2

Inclusion of tree effects

The new parameterization for trees in the TEB model requires us to adapt the radiative contributions in the UTCI
calculations for outdoor conditions. First, the initial contributions from diffuse short-wave radiation and infrared radiation (detailed in Eq. 21) are corrected for the sky and the
walls from the radiation attenuation effect through the tree
foliage. These attenuation coefficients are those already presented in Redon et al. (2017) that are dependent on the leaf
area density profile; they are referred to as τsr for attenuation
between sky and road and τwr for attenuation between wall
and road (see Eqs. B1–B4 in Redon et al., 2017).
In addition, the tree foliage contributes itself to the total
infrared flux received by the person, due to is own infrared
emission (a function of its temperature and its emissivity) and
to the reemission of infrared radiation that it receives from
the ground and walls. One can note that Redon et al. (2017)
made the hypothesis that the short-wave radiation received
by the tree foliage is only reemitted upward. As a result, no
contribution from diffuse short-wave radiation from trees is
involved in the mean radiant temperature calculation. The final expression for a person in the sun is as follows:
s
Tmrt = 4

ab
σ b



fp
S ↓ + τsr 9bs S ⇓ + τwr 9bw Swr + δr ψbr Srr
sin(γ )
↑

↑

+δg ψbr Sgr + τsr 9bs L↓ + τwr ψbw Lw + δr ψbr Lr

↑
↑
+δg ψbr Lg + ψbt Lt .

(23)
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The infrared emission contribution due to the tree foliage is
expressed as

(24)

with t and Tt the emissivity and temperature of the tree foliage, respectively, and 9tr the form factor for tree regarding emission coming from the road and ground-based natural
covers.

6

Evaluation of vegetated-canyon microclimate
modeling under semiarid conditions

An evaluation exercise of the TEB performances in simulating microclimatic conditions of an urban canyon with trees
is performed for a real study case, i.e., the experimental
campaign presented by Shashua-Bar et al. (2009). The TEB
model here applied includes the ensemble of developments
relative to urban trees: (1) the radiative processes detailed
by Redon et al. (2017) and already evaluated by comparison
with a reference model, (2) the energy exchanges between
trees and air volume within the canyon, and (3) the aerodynamic effect of trees on local airflow. This version is referred
to as TEB-Tree and is compared to the reference version of
the model TEB-Ref (Lemonsu et al., 2012), which already integrated natural covers within the canyon but with a groundbased compartment.
6.1

Study area and experimental data

The experimental data have been collected on the campus of
Sde-Boqer in the semidesert region of Negev of southern Israel (30.85◦ N, 34.78◦ E; 475 m of altitude) during summer
2007 (Shashua-Bar et al., 2009). Two semi-adjacent courtyards with comparable characteristics in terms of geometry
and materials have been set up according to six landscape arrangements incorporating various combinations of bare soil,
lawn, and trees. The cases here studied are the courtyard
arranged with trees and bare ground and the one arranged
with trees and grass, respectively referred to as TREE-BARE
and TREE-GRASS according to Shashua-Bar et al. (2011).
The trees are Prosopis juliflora and Tipuana tipu, which are
common species for the region and are known to be waterconsumption saving (Shashua-Bar et al., 2009). A drip irrigation was installed for each tree around the trunk. The lawn
is Durban grass watered separately by sprinklers once in the
morning.
The courtyards were equipped with sensors recording
(1) air temperature, relative humidity, vapor pressure, and
wind speed at 1.5 m above the ground; (2) radiation fluxes
(incoming and outgoing radiation, and net radiation) at the
roof top; (3) surface temperatures of eastern, western, and
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020
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Table 1. TEB input parameters according to the two configurations prescribed to represent the experimental site of Sde-Boqer according to
the TEB-Ref and TEB-Tree versions (in accordance with Fig. 2).
TREE-BARE

Building fraction
Pavement fraction
Ground-based nature fraction
– High vegetation
– Low vegetation fraction
– Bare soil fraction
Tree overlapping fraction/canyon
Building height
Aerodynamic roughness length
Wall-plan area ratio
Canyon aspect ratio

(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
(–)
(m)
(m)
(–)
(–)

south-facing walls and tree foliage, as well as soil and pavement for TREE-BARE and grass for TREE-GRASS; and
(4) transpiration from the trees using the sap flow method
for both cases and evaporation from the grass with minilysimeters for TREE-GRASS. A meteorological station located 400 m northwest of the site in an open desert area
recorded for the same period air temperature and humidity
at 1.5 m above the ground, wind speed and direction at 10 m,
as well as soil temperature.
6.2

Numerical configuration and experiments

The simulations are performed by running TEB on a single
grid point to which are attributed the descriptive parameters
of the experimented courtyards, considering that their configurations are close to the concept of urban canyon applied
in TEB. The TEB model input parameters are prescribed according to the detailed description of the site proposed by
Shashua-Bar et al. (2009). The semi-enclosed courtyard is
oriented with an angle of 12◦ from the north (clockwise).
The width is 5.5 m, and it is bordered by two rows of 3 m
tall buildings with flat roofs. These buildings are made of
light concrete; the pavement is also made of thin layers of
light concrete laying on the ground. All impervious covers
are light color with high albedo of 0.60 for walls and 0.40 for
roofs and pavement. All thermal and radiative properties are
listed in Table 1 in Lemonsu et al. (2012). For TREE-BARE,
the ground inside of the courtyard consists of 70 % of pavement and 30 % of bare soil. The tree crowns present a overlapping rate of 70 % of ground-based surfaces. For TREEGRASS, the tree coverage rate is unchanged, while 20 % of
the ground is covered by pavement and 80 % by grass.
The TEB input parameters derived from these real data
differ depending on the version, TEB-Ref or TEB-Tree, that
is used (see the description of configurations in Fig. 2 and
Table 1). In the TEB-Ref standard approach, land cover fractions are calculated according to a single surface area without
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020

TREE-GRASS

TEB-Ref

TEB-Tree

TEB-Ref

TEB-Tree

0.350
0.195
0.455
1.000
0.000
0.000
–
3.0
0.3
0.71
0.55

0.350
0.450
0.200
–
0.000
1.000
0.700
3.0
0.3
0.71
0.55

0.350
0.130
0.520
0.875
0.125
0.000
–
3.0
0.3
0.71
0.55

0.350
0.130
0.520
–
1.000
0.000
0.700
3.0
0.3
0.71
0.55

overlapping (as seen from the sky or by satellite). The sum
of cover fractions is equal to 1. The tree cover has priority
over the surfaces that are hidden, because they are located
below, which is the case here since the tree-foliage layer
covers 70 % of the canyon. In the TREE-BARE experiment,
all bare ground and part of the pavement are therefore hidden by trees, which modifies the real fractions (Table 1). In
the TREE-GRASS experiment, trees largely, but not totally,
mask grass since the grass cover fraction is slightly greater
than that of trees (Table 1). In comparison, the TEB-Tree version describes more realistically the arrangement of elements
by dissociating the tree-foliage stratum from ground-based
natural covers. As a consequence, for both experiments, the
cover fractions prescribed for TEB are the real ones (Table 1), and their sum is greater than 1. As for morphological
parameters, they remain the same as in the two experiments,
i.e., a wall-plan area ratio of 0.71 and an aspect ratio of 0.55.
The meteorological forcing data that must be provided to
TEB, i.e., air temperature, humidity, wind speed, incoming
short- and long-wave radiation, and atmospheric pressure
above the top of the canyon, are coming from in situ measurements collected above the roof and from data recorded
by the reference meteorological station. The method is described in detail in Lemonsu et al. (2012).
6.3
6.3.1

Results of evaluation
Microclimatic variables

The results obtained for the TREE-GRASS experiment are
presented in detail here by comparing the modeled and
measured diurnal cycles of the various parameters documented. They are complemented by the scores obtained for
the TREE-BARE experiment. The comparison of microclimatic conditions and surface temperatures observed and simulated within the canyon indicates an improvement of simulation results with the new TEB-Tree version in comparison
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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Figure 2. Comparison of urban canyon characteristics prescribed by TEB-Ref (a, c) and TEB-Tree (b, d) versions for the experiments
TREE-GRASS (a, b) and TREE-BARE (c, d).
Table 2. Mean absolute error (MBE; model minus observations, Obs) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) in temperature, humidity, wind
speed at 1.5 m a.g.l., surface temperatures of walls and tree foliage, and in evaporation. The scores are calculated for TEB-Ref, TEB-Tree,
and for the two courtyard configurations TREE-GRASS and TREE-BARE.
TEB-Ref

TREE-GRASS

TREE-BARE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

T1.5 m
q1.5 m
U1.5 m
TSwall(East)
TSwall(West)
TTree
LETree

(◦ C)
(g kg−1 )
(m s−1 )
(◦ C)
(◦ C)
(◦ C)
(◦ C)

0.74
0.64
1.05
2.52
2.03
1.32
71.60

0.90
0.74
1.12
4.02
2.82
1.84
102.88

0.67
0.61
0.37
1.21
0.90
0.71
83.38

0.83
0.71
0.41
2.04
1.28
0.85
108.10

T1.5 m
q1.5 m
U1.5 m
TSwall(East)
TSwall(West)
TSpavement
TTree
LETree

(◦ C)
(g kg−1 )
(m s−1 )
(◦ C)
(◦ C)
(◦ C)
(◦ C)
(◦ C)

0.77
0.64
1.02
3.01
2.68
5.25
1.61
12.76

0.99
0.86
1.14
4.21
3.23
7.34
2.26
15.49

0.75
0.65
0.57
1.30
1.02
2.54
1.14
16.92

0.94
0.86
0.64
2.08
1.46
3.88
1.57
21.60

with TEB-Ref (Fig. 3). For air temperature, the improvement
brought by TEB-Tree is noted for daytime hours: the simulated diurnal cycle is in better agreement with the observed
one. In comparison, the TEB-Ref case indicates a too early
warming in the morning. The statistical scores for the whole

www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/

TEB-Tree

diurnal cycle (compiled in Table 2) are slightly better with
a mean absolute error (MAE) and a root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of 0.67 and 0.83 ◦ C, respectively, instead 0.74 and
0.90 ◦ C for TEB-Ref. For the TREE-BARE experiment, the
improvement brought by TEB-Tree on air temperature mod-
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Figure 3. Comparison of the TEB-Ref and TEB-Tree results (red and green lines, respectively) with meteorological variables (a–c) and
surface temperatures of urban facets and trees (d–f) measured within the courtyard (black line). For air temperature, specific humidity and
wind speed, the gray line with symbols indicates the forcing data above the buildings.

eling is confirmed by the statistical scores but remains quite
low (Table 2). The simulation of the specific humidity is very
slightly improved in the TREE-GRASS experiment, but both
versions of the model give the same results for the TREEBARE configuration. In the two experiments, whatever the
model version, an overall underestimation of humidity is
noted, whereas an increase during daytime could reasonably
be expected in the new version, considering the latent heat
flux from natural covers is now vertically distributed in TEBTree. A clear impact of the new parameterization is observed
on wind. By considering the drag effect of tree foliage stratum in equations of TEB-SBL, the airflow is decelerated. The
wind speed simulated in TEB-Tree is significantly lower than
in TEB-Ref, i.e. conform more to measurements. MAE and
RMSE are reduced from 1.05 and 1.12 m s−1 , respectively, to
0.37 and 0.41 m s−1 for TREE-GRASS, and from 1.02 and
1.14 m s−1 , respectively, to 0.57 and 0.64 m s−1 for TREEBARE. Nonetheless, an overestimation of wind persists during the day.

Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020

6.3.2

Surface temperatures

The wall surface temperatures simulated in TREE-GRASS
are significantly improved by taking into account the radiative effects of tree foliage (Fig. 3). The incoming radiation received by the canyon facets is reduced due to interception and
attenuation by trees that are as tall as the buildings. As a result, the surface temperature maxima are lower in TEB-Tree
than in TEB-Ref by 4–5 ◦ C for eastern and western walls.
Inversely at night, the tree foliage limits the cooling by trapping of infrared emission so that the surface temperatures are
higher in TEB-Tree than TEB-Ref. Nonetheless, despite the
improvement, TEB-Tree still overestimates the surface temperature, especially for the eastern wall in the morning. This
suggests that the attenuation effect by tree foliage remains
underestimated by the model in this case. The deviation from
the measurement can also be explained by a difference between the compared quantities. The thermometer samples a
specific area of the wall, while the model calculates an average temperature for the entire wall. The same improvement is
noted in TREE-BARE, as well as for pavement temperature
that was also measured during the experiment (Table 2).
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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Figure 4. Comparison of the TEB-Ref and TEB-Tree results (red
and green lines, respectively) with the latent heat flux deduced from
measurements of tree transpiration and grass evaporation (black
line).

6.3.3

Trees-related variables

TEB-Ref and TEB-Tree both calculate a composite temperature of natural covers (Tnat ), which is compared here to the
measured foliage temperature (Fig. 3f). The foliage presents
a much lower diurnal temperature amplitude than that of
Tnat , which is expected since Tnat includes a contribution of
bare soil or grass depending on the experiment. The evolution of foliage temperature is much better captured by the
tree temperature (Tt ) diagnosed by TEB-Tree under the simple assumption that the foliage temperature is in equilibrium
with the ambient temperature. The comparison between air
temperature and foliage measurements confirms that this approximation is quite realistic. Finally, the measured evapotranspiration (combining tree transpiration and grass evaporation) is converted into latent heat flux (QE ) and compared
to model outputs (Fig. 4). Until noon, QE simulated by TEBRef is in good agreement with the observations. But QE decreases rapidly to zero in the afternoon, while the measured
flux remains positive. TEB-Tree simulates a much higher QE
during the day that persists up to 18:00 local time. Even if
the day cycle is poorly reproduced in both cases, the daily
water quantity evaporated is more realistic with TEB-Tree
than with TEB-Ref, since the bias is less than 1 % instead of
−42 % for TEB-Ref.
In the basis of this evaluation exercise, it can be concluded that the new developments provide improved model
performance. The main improvements concern (1) the wall
and ground surface temperatures that are much less overestimated than with the initial parameterization due to tree shading and (2) the wind, which is now slowed down by the presence of trees as observed. There is no very significant effect
on air temperature or humidity, and it is difficult to conclude
on the quality of the turbulent flux parameterization. The
choice was made to keep the simple approach of the bigleaf
www.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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parameterization for treating all natural covers as a composite compartment, rather than solve distinct energy budgets for
soil, ground vegetation, and trees. This choice may be debatable, given that there are other models available today that
can independently calculate water and energy flows between
foliage and air. Nonetheless, in view of the results presented
in the literature, it is difficult to objectively compare the performances of these models The main limitation remains the
availability of experimental data allowing for a fine evaluation of the implemented processes, especially for turbulent
flux calculation and impacts on air temperature and humidity
(Lee and Park, 2008; Lee, 2011; Ryu et al., 2016). Besides,
the comparisons presented by Ryu et al. (2016) do not show
a very substantial change in the fluxes and Bowen ratio with
the implementation of a specific tree parameterization.
6.4

Modeling of thermal comfort

An interest of this new parameterization for trees in urban
canyons is to better predict outdoor thermal comfort conditions. The air temperature is not so different between the two
experiments TEB-Ref and TEB-Tree. The modifications in
radiation exchanges, energy fluxes, and ventilation induced
by the presence of trees may have nonetheless a significant
impact on heat perception by people. This is here quantified
through the UTCI diagnosis, whose formulation has been
adapted in TEB-Tree in order to include the radiation effects
due to tree-foliage stratum as detailed in Sect. 5.2. Although
we do not have any UTCI measurements for direct comparison, it is interesting to study how the two versions of TEB
compare. In addition, the model results can be put into perspective with the study of Shashua-Bar et al. (2011), who investigated the influence of trees and grass on outdoor thermal
comfort from the same experimental data.
6.4.1

Sensitivity of UTCI to the new TEB-Tree
parameterization

The model calculates two separate UTCIs, i.e., in the sun and
in the shadow. For the analysis of the results, they are averaged in a single UTCI according to the proportion of shade
and sunlight in the courtyard. Since the model does not explicitly represent the spatial location of the elements in the
canyon, but simply coverage fractions, these shade/sun fractions are calculated simply as the ratio between the direct
solar radiation received by the ground surface and the direct
incident solar radiation at the top of the canyon. TEB-Ref
and TEB-Tree are compared in Fig. 5a for the TREE-GRASS
configuration. Taking into account the foliage layer, TEBTree creates much more shade in the courtyard than TEBRef, which only represents the shade of buildings. Therefore, the UTCI simulated by TEB-Tree is lower during the
day than that of TEB-Ref. This difference is 1.8 ◦ C on average for the daytime hours and reaches 3 ◦ C at maximum at
14:00 local time. For the present study case, it can be seen
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020
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Figure 5. (a) Comparison of UTCI simulated in the courtyard by TEB-Ref (red line) and TEB-Tree (green line) for TREE-GRASS configuration; (b) comparison of UTCIs simulated by TEB-Tree for four different courtyard layouts.

that the orders of magnitude of the differences in UTCI obtained by comparing the two versions, TEB-Ref and TEBTree, are very significant in terms of predicting heat stress.
The TEB-Ref version simulates high heat stress conditions
in the middle of the day, while TEB-Tree simulates UTCIs
that do not exceed moderate heat stress conditions. Inversely,
during the night, the infrared downward radiation emitted
by the tree-foliage stratum in TEB-Tree (and potentially received by a person in the street) significantly limits the decrease in nocturnal UTCI. The UTCI remains on average
1.2 ◦ C higher than in TEB-Ref simulations. This result highlights that street trees may degrade thermal comfort conditions at night by trapping radiation and amplifying downward
infrared emissions inside the canyon while reducing ventilation.
6.4.2

Comparison of comfort conditions depending on
courtyard layouts

Shashua-Bar et al. (2011, see Fig. 2) compared thermal conditions of the different courtyard layouts based on an index
of thermal stress (expressed in W). This index was normalized to smooth the influence of variations in weather conditions from 1 d of measurement to the next. To get closer to
these works, UTCIs simulated by TEB-Ref and TEB-Tree for
the two configurations TREE-BARE and TREE-GRASS, but
also for cases EXPOSED-BARE and EXPOSED-GRASS
previously studied by Lemonsu et al. (2012), are compared.
These two latter configurations are equivalent to TREEBARE and TREE-GRASS in terms of ground properties but
without trees. Identical weather conditions are applied for all
courtyard layouts, using those of the TREE-GRASS experiment (Fig. 5b).
It can be seen that the case most exposed to heat stress during the day is the EXPOSED-BARE layout. Thanks to the
Geosci. Model Dev., 13, 385–399, 2020

evapotranspiration of lawn, the EXPOSED-GRASS layout
allows for local cooling and slightly reduces the UTCI. The
two configurations with trees are the most effective during
the day: TREE-BARE improves comfort conditions mainly
by increasing shade, while TREE-GRASS combines the benefits of shading and near-surface evapotranspiration. For the
studied weather situation, only TREE-GRASS makes it possible to ensure moderate heat stress conditions within the
courtyard. At night, the treeless configurations allow for a
more significant lowering of UTCI than those with trees. As
already mentioned previously, trees contribute to infrared radiation trapping and are themselves an additional source of
radiation. On the other hand, their aerodynamic effect significantly reduces wind speed within the courtyard, which
also contributes to limit the decrease in UTCI. These results
are in agreement with those of Shashua-Bar et al. (2011, see
Fig. 2). It is difficult to conclude on the realism of the orders
of magnitude for the simulated UTCIs, since indices are not
the same in the two studies and the method for comparison or
normalization is also different. Nonetheless, whether for the
day or night period, the same ranking between configurations
in terms of impact on thermal comfort conditions is found.
These results are not achievable with the TEB-Ref version,
which simulates very similar comfort conditions regardless
of the courtyard configuration (not shown).

7

Conclusions

The TEB model has evolved considerably in recent years,
particularly with the objective of improving the representation of vegetation in urban areas. After the implementation
of ground-based low vegetation inside the canyon, and of
green roofs on buildings, an explicit representation of the
tree-foliage layer was implemented. A detailed parameteriwww.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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zation of associated radiative processes was developed and
tested by Redon et al. (2017) with very encouraging results.
The whole issue in this study was to treat the energy exchanges of vegetation by taking into account the dissociation
of vegetation strata and to include the drag effect of trees on
wind speed in the canyon.
The strategy is rather simple by maintaining the bigleaf
approach for using the ISBA SVAT model, i.e., by calculating a single energy balance for natural covers, treated as a
composite compartment. Nevertheless, the incident radiative
fluxes provided to ISBA are calculated as a weighted average
of those received by the natural ground surfaces and those received by the trees according to the coverage fractions. The
energy fluxes calculated by ISBA are then redistributed according to the same principle between ground surfaces and
trees, then injected into the SBL parameterization of TEB for
the calculation of the air temperature and humidity vertical
profiles in the canyon. Besides, a drag term of trees depending on the horizontal coverage fraction and the leaf density
profile of trees is included in evolution equations of momentum and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). It is in addition to
the drag term already configured for buildings.
An evaluation exercise conducted in comparison to field
measurements shows that, thanks to these new developments,
the model better simulates surface temperatures and air temperature in the canyon. The main improvements concern
(1) the wall and ground surface temperatures that are much
less overestimated than with the initial parameterization due
to tree shading and (2) the wind, which is now slowed down
by the presence of trees as observed. There is no very significant effect on air temperature and humidity and it is difficult
to conclude on the quality of the turbulent flux parameterization. In the future, it could be necessary to move towards a
multi-energy budget (MEB) approach (Boone et al., 2017) to
solve the energy balance separately from ground surfaces and
trees. The bigleaf approach reveals limitations, and it raises
conceptual questions about the choice of forcing level for energy flux calculations or the representativeness of a single
temperature attributed to the composite layer of natural covers.
Finally, the UTCI diagnosis was reformulated by taking
into account the presence of trees. This essentially consisted
of adding infrared emissions from trees to the mean radiant
temperature calculation. The other modifications presented
here and in Redon et al. (2017) have also an influence on
the UTCI, because they modify radiative exchanges and micrometeorological variables in the canyon, particularly wind.
The results obtained by comparing different courtyard layouts with and without trees are in accordance with those
of Shashua-Bar et al. (2011). The presence of trees improves thermal comfort conditions during the day because of
shadow effects but degrades them during the night. Only the
TEB-Tree version is able to correctly simulate these effects
that was confirmed by an additional evaluation conducted for
another study site in France (de Munck et al., 2018). This unwww.geosci-model-dev.net/13/385/2020/
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derlines the relevance of explicitly taking trees into account
in urban climate models in order to more realistically model
urban design strategies and impacts on thermal comfort.
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